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The Tiger's Editor in Chief Hannah
Cleveland got to talk with University
President Jim Clements about his
experience in Tiger Town during his
first rivalry week.

Hannah Cleveland: With this
being your first Rivalry Game
as a Clemson Tiger, what are
you most excited about?
President Clements: I'm really
excited about it, Hannah, this
is obviously a really big game.
The rivalry as you know goes
back to 1896, so it's been going
on for a long time. There's lots
of excitement around it. The
good news is we hold the lead.
We've got a lead of 65-42-4
and I'm excited about this one.
One litde point that no one
would know is that when my
son was in high school, in the
year 2008, he actually came
to Clemson for his first ever
Clemson football game, it was
against the University of South
Carolina. And we won that
game, 31-14. So I'm hoping
he brings us good luck on
Saturday. He's never lost against
University of South Carolina
and neither have I. We'll have
my good luck charm Grace
with us, too.
HC: Was there anything like
this back at WVU?
PC: There was, we had a big
time rivalry back there, it was
called the Backyard Brawl,
it was WVU against the
University of Pittsburgh and
that rivalry went back to 1895
and it was really intense just like
this one. And the good news is
when I was in West Virginia we
never lost that Backyard Brawl.
So I'm pretty good in rivalries;
I've got a pretty good record
here [laughs].
HC: Well then we're very
lucky to have you!
PC: [Laughs] You'll have to
let me know about that late
Saturday afternoon! This is one
of the most intense rivalries in
college football. There's a lot of
excitement around that and it's
gonna be fun.
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HC: What brings you the
most pride in calling yourself
part of the Tiger family?
PC: Well, the Tiger Family
is really special. And as you
know, Hannah, It's made out of
wonderful people. My wife was
actually 13 years old when her
brother left upstate New York
to attend school at Clemson.
So she's been in the Clemson
Family for a long time and my
wife and I have been together

for 25 years. So I've been in
the extended Clemson Family
for a long time and I've been
a Clemson fan ever since I
can remember. Actually, the
names Clemson and Clements
are derived from the same
name, they're just spelled
differently. Another cool fan is
that Thomas Green Clemson,
I think it's his great-greatgreat-grandfather, was James
Clemson, believed to be the
son of James Clements, the way
I spell my name. And Thomas
Green Clemson spent most of
his life outside Washington
D.C. in a town in Maryland
really close to where my father
grew up. So I feel deep ties to
Clemson for a lot of reasons. I
love being in the Family, it's a
special place.
HC: Tell us about your
normal game day schedule.
PC: Game days are typically
insane, lots of events, lots of
people to visit, lots of donors
to thank, and lots of money
to try raise. We do on field
presentations during the game,
so one of the things we started
this year was professor of the
game. Which I really like, to
recognize a faculty member.
Before the game there's always
an event in my suite where we
recognize the professor of the
game, a staff member of the
game and a student. We also
create a Flickr album and take
lots of pictures that people can
see later. So the day is insane
but always fun.
HC: Do you get to actually
watch the game?
PC: You know what, Hannah,
I barely get to watch the game
at all. And it's terrible because
I love football. And one of the
things I started this year, I'm
down on the field when the
players run down the Hill, so
sometimes I stand on the field
and give them high-fives after
they give their coach a highfive and I'm on the sidelines at
the beginning of the games, so
sometimes I get to watch the
first series or two, but then the
rest of the game I go and I visit
some of the donors' suites and I
talk to some of our prominent
alums. So I actually don't get to
watch a lot of the game. I know,
it's not fair! But you know, for
me it's a workday. I have an
opportunity to meet with lots
of people. And usually I try to

go up and down the student
section at least once during
the game to thank the students
and tell them to be loud and
respectful and our students are
great during the games. But I
try to visit as many people as I
can during the games.
H C: What do you think would
be the most challenging part
of Dabo's job?
PC: [Laughs] I love that
question. Well this is big-time
football. The good news is for
us, we win and we do it the
right way. I honestly think
Dabo, he's a wonderful person,
and he cares very deeply about
his players, he cares about
them not just winning football
games, he cares about them
in the classroom and about
developing them in life, he
cares about graduating his
players. So you know there's a
lot more to it than just winning
football games and he gets
the bigger picture of trying to
develop these young men with
a lot of skills that will help
them the rest of their lives.
It's a challenging job but
again, I think the good news is
we do it the right way and I
think Dabo does a great job.
If I were talking to a parent
and they had a young man
who could play at this level, I
would absolutely encourage
them to urge their son to play
under Dabo because he's going
to learn a lot of great life skills
and develop into a good
person, as well as learn a lot of
football games.
HC:
Lastly,
what
does
Clemson have to do to win on
Saturday?
PC: We have to score more
points [laughs]. We have to
play a great game, be physical,
play with great intensity, play
smart. All the things that Dabo
would say. The offense has to
perform well, the defense has
to shut down our opponents
and we have to hold onto the
ball. Although I can't really
predict the final score, I think
our players will play with great
intensity and I think we will
win the game. I want to keep
my streak going of not losing
in rivalries [laughs]. I think
we're going to win. I think it's
going to be a great game -— I
can't wait. And I hope we're
all smiling big after we win
on Saturday.

Clemson and the USC, a brief history
A quick rundown of the Palmetto State's biggest rivalry
Jordan Byrne
Senior StaffWriter
While the rivalry didn't
begin on the football field,
that is certainly where it will
end this afternoon — at
least for this season — as the
8-3 Tigers take on the 6-5
Gamecocks in The Battle of the
Palmetto State.
The
origin
of this
decorated rivalry was very much
a political one, as supporters of
South Carolina Democratic
senatot and eventual governor
Benjamin Tillman
fought
against conservatives for the
establishment of a dedicated
agricultural
college.
The
conservatives,
in contrast,
favored the establishment of an

agricultural institution at the
University of South Carolina.
After numerous attempts,
success was found following
the death of Thomas Green
Clemson and the gifting
of his Fort Hill estate to the
state of South Carolina.
Following a close vote in
the state senate, Clemson
Agricultural
College
of
South Carolina was founded
in 1889.
Yet despite these political
beginnings, it is very much
the football rivalry that
commands public attention
in our time. Played each year
since 1909, this matchup is the
second longest active rivalry in
college football.
Rivalry week and the

game itself take on a variety of
meanings for different people:
temporarily dividing families
and halting communication
for some, while simply being
a novel and entertaining
experience for others.
"Coming from up north
there is really nothing that
matches the intensity of this
rivalry in college football,"
says senior architecture major
Josh Cooper. "Obviously I've
been disappointed by the
outcomes my first three years,
but hopefully we can pull
through this year."
Then there are "converts,"
those for whom the University
of South Carolina was the
team to support in their years
before seeing the light.
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"Both my parents went
the University of South
Carolina and growing up
10 minutes away from any
Gamecock sporting venue
made it hard to not be
a Carolina fan," said Hagood
Hemphill, an undergraduate
student senator.
"Coming
into Clemson I was a Carolina
fan, but seeing the differences
in values as whole for fan
bases definitely makes me
rethink my decision."
But for many others,
like
freshman
psychology
major and Ansley Seay, this
tradition has been a part of
her upbringing.
"Growing
up
in
Columbia as a Clemson fan
means the Clemson-Carolina

rivalry has always been a
big deal to me. For me
'Rivalry Week' has always
lasted
throughout
the
year ... I have so many
memories of all the ClemsonCarolina
games
I've
attended both in Clemson
and in Columbia. It's hard
to forget so many great
wins over the Gamecocks,
especially the 63-17 win
in Columbia!"
Regardless
of
one's
personal involvement, there
is no doubting the historic
nature
of
this
contest.
Events and traditions from
Big Thursday and "The
Prank"
to
the
more
contemporary Blood Bowl
and
Funeral
for
Cocky

have excited the hearts and
minds of students, athletes,
and spectators alike for over
100 years.
Yet as our rivals from
Columbia come into town
this weekend, let us remember
the true spirit and history
of the
competition.
As
undergraduate student body
president Maddy Thompson
clearly put it "On game
day we should all strive to
win two competitions: First,
the football game. Second,
the dignity game. I proudly
say I belong to Clemson,
which is an institution that
acts with grace and dignity,
win or lose. To me, that
distinction is what makes
Clemson special."
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I have a secret, and
its time I come clean. Let
me preface this column by
admitting that I am probably
the worst Clemson student
ever. I have never touched
Howards rock; I have never
stood on the hill; I have
never worn orange on Friday.
To make matters worse, the
Carolina/Clemson game is the
first football game I'll attend
all season. And do you know
why? I love Carolina football.
Now, please don't hate
me. I was born this way. I've
tucked this secret away for
the past four years and kept
it close to my heart: I grew
up on cockabooses (cockabi?)
and Carolina football. There
is a certain nostalgia behind
Carolina football for me, and I
find it comforting. This isn't to
say that I don't love Clemson,
because I do love my school
with all my heart — it's why
I consciously chose to go here.
I know it's the better school,
but football did not factor into
my decision-making to attend.
Because of that, though, I will
never fully comprehend the
rivalry between Carolina and
Clemson, because I love them
both for very different reasons.
Academically
and
socially speaking, Clemson is
the perfect fit for me. I can
honesdy say that I love going to
class. By my senior year, I feel
at home with my professors
and peers. I love living here.
It's a great change from the
metropolis I grew accustomed
to. Not everyone can say their
neighbors are furry, fourlegged farm animals, but I can.
I feel happy and home here
in all aspects of the Clemson
family — except football.
T©
me,
Memorial
Stadium stands as a megalith,
where seas of orange and roars
run rampant. It has always felt
foreign to me.
However, earlier this
week, something changed
within me. I stood eagerly at
the stadium gates and waited
for my golden ticket. And, for
the first time, I was excited
to do so. Once I held that
ticket in my hand and saw the
word "hill" written across it,
I instandy felt the Clemson
spirit come alive in me. All
past instinct aside, I will
proudly wear orange for my
final rivalry game. Although
my sense of belonging here
does not always translate to
the athletic fields, it will this
weekend. And, I cannot wait.
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University hoids annual event to lay Cocky to rest
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Recruitment Coordinator
Kelsey Morgan
Asst. News Editor
Tension in the state is
rising. The color orange is
surfacing more than usual.
The Hills are heating up. It's
that time of the year again;
Clemson and Carolina are
gearing up for the annual
Battle of the Palmetto State.
This week has been known
to bring that orange blood
out of even the less-thanenthusiastic fans, and to
bring out the football fans
in those who don't even
know what a "pick-six"
is. It has been known to
cause more Twitter fights
and Yik Yak slams than the
last presidential election,
and to cause a temporary
— but nearly tangible —
statewide division. It's the
time of year the entire state
has been awaiting.
The Tigers kicked off
Rivalry Week by camping
out in the early hours of a
cold and rainy Sunday in
hopes of the coveted game
day tickets. Monday evening,
preparations for the annual

brawl continued with Cocky's
Funeral in the Amphitheater
hosted by Clemson's Student
Alumni
Council.
Cocky's
Funeral is a tradition that
began in the 1930s by
Mr. Gator Farr, a former
Clemson cadet who today is
remembered for organizing
an ROTC drill platoon is
now
called
"The Senior
«
Platoon." The
tradition was
forgotten for
a short period
of time, but
returned to
Rival Week in
the 1960s.
Class
of
1972
alumnus
and current
lecturer and
advisor
for
Clemson's
College of Business and
Behavioral Science Colonel
Sandy Edge, delivered the
eulogy for the University
of South Carolina's beloved
mascot. The Tiger
and
the cheerleaders made an

appearance accompanied by
a performance by TigerRoar
before the casket was set ablaze
by members of the Air Force
ROTC. Col. Edge and his
wife, Becky, have been a part
of the tradition since the late
1990s. Clemson's Student
Alumni Council plan the
event each year along with
Mrs.
Edge
who writes
the
script,
basing it off
of
Gator
Farr's original
"sermons"
given at the
event.
Col.
Edge says of
the
event,
"I
enjoy
looking for
new stuff to
add to the
funeral, but
I always enjoy going back to
Gator Farr's tradition. My
favorite part is ro reacquaint
Clemson students of today
with traditions of the past
and keeping the traditions
going. You know, it's all part of

My favorite part
is to reacquaint
Clemson
students of today
with traditions
of the past...
Colonel Sandy Edge

Clemson's heritage."
To get the Tigers in the
mood for a delicious chicken
dinner, the first 300 guests
were given a free Chick-fil-A
sandwich. The turnout was
certainly a positive one with
numerous students as well as
alumni and families with kids.
Alumni Stewart Summers
says of Clemson and of his
participation in the tradition,
"It is just a great place to be
and this is a great opportunity
to serve my alma mater."
For some students, like
senior bio-engineering major
Adam Killmeyer, this was
their first time attending the
funeral. He said of the event,
"This is the first time I've ever
been to Cocky's Funeral. As a
graduating senior, it was great
to be a part of this event my
last year as a student."
For others, like senior
management major Marty
Durant, who have been many
times enjoy the tradition.
Marty said, "I come every year
because it's nice to get fired
up about the rivalry, and it's
great to be with the family and
celebrate Clemson."
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Putting the 'tail' in Retail
Death Valley prepares for gameday merchandise rush.
Joshua Kelly
Contributor
Retail, merchandising, fan
gear, Tiger swag — call it what
you want, we all have some
somewhere. Likely, as a student,
you probably have more orange
and purple things in your room
and closet than you ever thought
possible before you started
school here. Although what you
probably haven't thought about
is the life of all your "stufF' before
it becomes yours.
This past Sunday I sat
down with Sarah Rinker,
Community Relations Manager
of the Barnes and'Noble Campus
Bookstore — she is in charge of
ordering and stocking all the
Clemson merchandise found in
the stadium and Litdejohn on
game days.
"Game days are super, super
busy. If you think of a normal
retail store — it is a store — you
have your busy days and busy
seasons, but your one location.
We have eight locations, that only
operate on game days. Instead
of running one store, we run
eight. At once. That adds eight
times the pressure."
In addition to the store in

Litdejohn and the Solid Orange
store in the west end zone of the
Memorial Stadium, there are
six merchandise booths in the
stadium (two on each side and
two in the upper deck). Each of
these stores has to be stocked and
ready for more than 80,000 fans
every home game.
Rinker informed me that
there are a lot of hurtles in this
venture that you might not
think about even if you are
familiar with the world of retail.
"We have to make sure that if
someone is on the visiting side (of
the stadium) they have the same
options for merchandise they do
on the home side, so it is a lot of
spreading out merchandise to
the right places and making sure
that there is balance of novelty
items and dothing items in
each of the stores."
As if running a store from
more than a handful of locations
wasn't already a task, being
located in a stadium adds extra
stresses to the job. For example,
they can't give out bags in the
stadium. "We try to make sure
that everything we sell in our
stadium locations is something
that fans can be comfortable
carrying around all day, just

in case they don't want to go
back to their car. On top of
that we make sure to go above
and beyond to ensure a great
experience for the customer. If
there is not a small in booth one,
but there is a small in a booth
on the other side of the stadium,
then I will go and take the golf
cart and go around the stadium
to get that for a customer.
That's the biggest hurtle on a
game day, because I hop on a
golf cart and fight my way to
the other side."
The South Carolina game
also brings its own unique
challenges. "In some ways it is
the same for rivalry week as it
is for other weeks. We will have
the standard game day shirt that
we have for every game, the
same Clemson gear that you
expect. But the hardest part of
this game is that even though it
is the biggest game of the year,
it is also the last game of the
year. So, if I order a ton of stuff
in anticipation, what's going
to happen on November 30th
when I don't have another game
to sell it at?"
Not only does Rinker have
to worry about not over ordering,
the week leading up to the rivalry

game is an extremely short work
week.
"We have to take into
consideration that we have two
and a half days to work this
week. Only two and a half days
to get everything cleaned up
from the last game and set up for
the South Carolina game, so it is
going to be one of our hardest
weeks, that's for sure."
But, you can be sure that
there will be plenty of unique
and interesting merchandise to
be found around the stadium
and in Litdejohn this Saturday.
Everything from the traditional
tiger tails and ears to Clemson
themed Christmas ornaments
will be available in the stores. And
you had best make sure to get
something if you have had your
eye on anything in particular this
season because after Saturday
most of the merchandise will go
into storage until next season. Of
course there is always basketball
and baseball to look forward to,
but those seasons will bring their
own sets of merchandise. So
don't miss out — the Litdejohn
store will be open at 8:30 a.m.
this Saturday and the locations in
the stadium will open two hours
before kickoff.
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The Tiger's Sports Editor Elaine Day and The Daily Gamecock's Sports Editor
Danny Garrison went behind enemy lines to exchange questions in order to
give fans a unique glimpse into this weekend's highly anticipated match-up.

Clemson Sports Editor
Elaine Day: Since it's been
a somewhat disappointing
season for the Gamecocks,
what is morale like heading
into the Clemson game?
Danny
Garrison:
This
game is pretty much South
Carolina's Super Bowl. People
say that the Gamecocks can
go 1-11, and as long as they
beat Clemson the fans will
be happy. South Carolina
has managed to play to a
respectable 6-5, but with the
way most of the games have
gone down and with the
expectations the Gamecocks
had in the preseason, it feels
a lot like a losing record.
The players know that they
broke the streak of 11-win
seasons and 18 home wins
in a row. They definitely
don't want to be the team
that snaps the winning streak
against Clemson.
ED: The last time Dylan
Thompson was in Death
Valley, he was named the
starting quarterback over
Connor Shaw and led the
Gamecocks to victory. What
kind of performance are you
expecting out of him this
time around?
DG: Thompson has had his
struggles this year, particularly
in some fourth quarters, but
he's quietly leading the SEC
in passing yards. He also
seems to be at his best in big
games, namely Georgia and
Auburn this year. I expect
him to start fast against
Clemson, but the question
will be whether or not he can
settle in for the whole game
and make some of the throws
he's typically missed on
this season.
ED: Which do you think
poses the bigger threat for
South Carolina: Deshaun

Watson (if he plays) or
Clemson's lights-out defense?
DG: They want nothing to
do with Deshaun Watson.
South Carolina's defense has
been carved up by worse
quarterbacks than him, and
the Gamecocks particularly
have issues with guys that can
both run and throw. First-year
starters like Kenny Hill and
Joshua Dobbs have already
had career days against the
South Carolina defense — so
if the Gamecocks were given
the option, they'd choose the
matchup with Clemson's D
over Watson.

Score
prediction:
SCAR 31-28
ED: Pharoh Cooper and
Mike Davis have been two
of the big names for South
Carolina this season. Who
else should the Clemson
faithful be looking out for
this weekend?
DG: On offense, I'd keep an
eye out for wide receiver Nick
Jones. As a senior, this will be
his last shot at Clemson, and
he tends to pop up and have
monster games in situations
like this. He and Dylan
Thompson have a very good
understanding of each other,
so you could see Jones getting
the ball thrown to him a
lot if South Carolina gets
in a tough spot. On defense,
you always have to watch
out for Skai Moore. He
moved
over
to
middle
linebacker last week, and
that didn't slow him down
at all. He's tied for the

team lead in tackles, and he
might be used as a de facto
spy on Watson if he does play.
ED: South Carolina has
seemed to have more than
their fair share of fourthquarter
collapses
this
season. What are their"
keys to avoiding another
against Clemson?
DG: We've been asking that
same question just about
every
week,
beginning
with the loss to Missouri
that started it all. At
this point, South Carolina
just has to hope that defensive
coordinator Lorenzo Ward
has
gotten
through
to
his
young
players
and
convinced them to play for
all four quarters. It's kind
of inexplicable how the
Gamecocks have managed
to lose some of the games
they have, but the defense
really stepped up against
Florida
in
the
last
SEC tilt. Hopefully that's
the
unit
we
see
against Clemson.
ED:
What
score prediction?

is

your

DG: South Carolina wins
31-28.
The
Gamecocks
have proven that they can
hang in there with some
really good teams this year,
and they definitely don't
need any extra motivation
for the Clemson game.
I don't think South Carolina
will be able to build up
a two-touchdown lead on
that Clemson defense by
the fourth quarter, which
might be a good thing.
Steve Spurrier is a prideful
guy and no matter how
much he downplays this
game, he'll do everything
he can to win it and
earn an over-.500 record.

iOMMf

Danny Garrison:
There
have been rumors about
Dabo Swinney bolting for
Florida.What do you think
the chances are that he's not
Clemson's coach next year?
Elaine Day: In his press
conference after the Georgia
State game this past weekend,
Swinney was asked about
the rumors; while he did
not provide certainty one
way or the other, he
emphasized his love for
Clemson. "I'm not going
to stand here and be
one of those coaches that goes,
'I will never leave Clemson.'
That's not genuine," Swinney
said. "I have no idea. But
I will tell you this: I love
Clemson. I love my job. I love
it here. [...] I truly, truly love
the people, I love my players,
there's nothing we -can't
do here. Nothing." Personally,
I don't see Dabo heading
to Gainesville. He's a fan
favorite because he demands
respect with the way he
recruits for and runs the
program. He expects a lot
out of his players and the
fans expect a lot out of him,
and I think it would be
hard for him to leave what
he's created here at Clemson.
DG: The Tigers are second
in the nation in total defense.
How
surprised
and/or
impressed have you been with
that unit so far?
ED: I honestly can't say
that I'm surprised with the
defense's performance thus far
this year given all of the senior
talent it had returning. The
veteran presence of players
like Vic Beasley, Tavaris
Barnes, Garry Peters, Robert
Smith, Stephone Anthony,
Grady
Jarrett,
Corey
Crawford
and
DeShawn
Williams was so invaluable.

They were absolutely the
leaders of the defense, and
they also taught and allowed
for younger players like
Mackensie Alexander, Ben
Boulware and Jayron Kearse
to step up and perform. As
the adage goes, "Defense
wins championships," and
Clemson's
defense
has
definitely lived up to that.
They have kept us in games
where the offense was lacking,
sometimes turning turnovers
into immediate touchdowns
that proved to be the majority
of the scoring for that game.
I absolutely do not think we

Score
prediction:
CLEM 17-14
would have the record that we
have today had it not been for
the defense, and I can't wait to
see how they respond to the
test of South Carolina.
DG: What do you think is
the most important thing
Clemson has to do to avoid
six in-a-row?
ED: I think the biggest thing
is for the offense to keep the
turnovers at a minimum. It's
as simple as that. The Tigers
had not one, not two, but
six turnovers last year in
Columbia, something that
was fairly unusual for Tajh
Boyd and Co. In a matchup
like this, it will be important
to not have the defense on
the field more than they
have to be, regardless of
how good they are. If the
Tigers can hold onto the
ball and score on South
Carolina's lackluster defense,

then I trust our defense to
keep the Gamecock offense
at bay. However, if turnovers
are rampant for the second
year in a row, the Tigers
will probably have shot
themselves
in
the
foot
yet again.
DG: Who are some lesserknown Tigers that South
Carolina fans should be on
the lookout for Saturday?
ED: The area of Clemson's
offense that had to step up
when Watson was sidelined
was the run game. Running
back Wayne Gallman had
back-to-back games with
100 yards rushing and
provided a nice spark. He
was joined by running back
Tyshon Dye, who made
his collegiate debut a few
weeks ago against Wake Forest
after sitting out his freshman
year with a torn Achilles
tendon. Dye had his first
big game this past weekend
against Georgia State, rushing
20 times for 124 yards and
two touchdowns. I look
forward to seeing much
more of Dye this weekend.
Aside from Gallman and
Dye, I would say that
backup quarterback Nick
Schuessler would be someone
to look out for. In the event
that Deshaun Watson is
unable to play on Saturday,
expect Schuessler to get some
playing time.
DG:
What
score prediction?

is

your

ED: I think it will be a lowscoring, exciting game. I
trust our defense to keep
the Gamecock offense to
a minimum, and I think
the between them and the
offense, Clemson will be able
to scrape by for the victory.
Tigers win 17-14.
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Saavon Smalls
Asst. Outlook Edito;

OK, I'll admit it; before
coming here, I wasn't very
interested (if at all) in the ClemsonUSC rivalry.
Even though I grew up in
a small-town obsessed with said
competitiveness for the last 13
years of my life, it never seemed
to appeal to me. I don't know
if it was because I'm not the
most
football-educated
or
because I was just insane, but I
was simply apathetic about it.
So when I told people in my
town, mostly die-hard Gamecock
fans, that I was accepted into and
later planned to go to Clemson, I
didn't get the best response.
"You're going to Clemson?"
"I hope you like riding cows
to classes."
"Fear the (stupid) thumb."
I knew that these were jokes,
and that they all meant well —
but was the rivalry that big of
a deal? Regardless, I ignored these
jokes and focused solely on my
unexplained excitement to head
to Clemson.

lOeek 13: SCAf
Phillips Workman
Contributor

WHAT YOU NEED
TO KNOW:
This is THE game.
If you didn't grow up with
Clemson/Carolina, it's hard to
explain the mutual hate and
the importance of the game
around the state. It doesn't
matter that neither team had
the season it expected back
in August; this game has been
circled on the schedule since
offseason workouts began
after last season. There are
even some who would rather
go 1-11 than 11-1 if it meant
a win over the Gamecocks.
The Batde for the Palmetto
State divides families, ends
friendships and leaves one
fan base in agony for the next
364 days. Unfortunately, it
has been much longer than
that since the forces of good
have triumphed over ... the
other guys. The Cocks bring
a *redacted* game winning
streak into Death Valley.
Clemson lost in Columbia
*score redacted* last year.

THE SKINNY:
The Cocks have endured
an enigmatic 2014 campaign.
Just two weeks off a laughably
embarrassing effort against
Texas A&M on the first
Thursday night game of the
season, South Carolina upset
then-national championship
contender Georgia by a
field goal at home. That win
seemed to right the roost,
but two games later Missouri
rolled into the midlands and
escaped with a one-point
victory. That loss was followed
by a monumental collapse
at perennial SEC juggernaut
Kentucky
(haha!).
After
another implosion at home
against Tennessee, Spurrier
and Co. rebounded with a win
over Florida that sealed Gator

Coach Will Muschamp's fate.
South Carolina beat South
Alabama in a warmup game
last week 37-12.

THE PICK:
This game might come
down to Deshaun Watson's
knee. If he is able to gut out
the pain from the LCL injury
and play at high noon on
Saturday, you have to like
the Tiger offense's chances
against a Gamecock defense
that has been really, really
bad this year. Unfortunately,
the Clemson offense without
No. 4 has also been ... less
than spectacular. Last week's
28-point effort was pedestrian
even before you take into
account that it was the lowest
point total the cupcake
Georgia State defense had
given up all year. Luckily, the
Clemson defense seems to be
playing at its highest level of
the season.
But, if Watson can't go,
will the defense be able to
bail out a limited Clemson
offense and snag the first
Tiger victory in this series
since before almost any
current
Clemson
student
enrolled? Maybe. This game
is what college football is
all about, and it should
be
a
hard-nosed,
hardfought slugfest. Expect wild
changes
in
momentum,
multiple
unsportsmanlike
penalties and the loudest
stadium you've ever heard
at lunch time. The teams are
evenly matched — a good
defense against a struggling
offense and vice versa. The
winner will be the team
that
minimizes
mistakes,
controls their emotions and
gets a few lucky bounces.
This year, that's the Tigers.
Ammon Lakip makes up for his
early-season mistakes and drills
a couple of clutch field goals
to
fry
the
chickens.
Clemson-20, USC-17.
'

Flash-forward to my first
week here — there was something
special about this place. Smiling
people everywhere, breath-taking
nature and an overall excitement.
I couldn't put my finger on
it,
but
within
these
hills
(cliche, I know) there was
something that made me feel as
though Clemson was one of the
greatest places on Earth.
Fast forward to the S.C. State
game, and I finally realized that
it was.
As far as I could see, there
were cheerful students. Fans and
alumni from all different races,
religions, regions and economic
backgrounds
flooded
the
campus. All of them were smiling,
offering one another spots at
their tailgating tent or just having
a friendly conversation. It was
like they had known each other
for years instead of just minutes.
They weren't just here for any
old game, they were in Death
Valley to band together and see
the Tigers play. The students were
here because, some way or another,
they were drawn to Clemson.
What made me realize the
importance of the rivalry was

how despite all of our differences,
Clemson
fans
could
come
together, dress out in our colors,
do cadence counts and love our
school and team no matter what
the scoreboard said afterward.
Am I the biggest football
fan? No. Do I know every football
player on the team? Not a chance.
But I do have a newfound
appreciation for everything about
Clemson. I'll jokingly tell my
friends who still love South
Carolina
that
they
must
be
insane
about
winning
because, this year, we have
them beat.
So to all of my Clemson
Family, even those who still
may be confused as to the
severity of the rivalry, know
this — it's not the rivalry as
much as it is the love of your
school and knowing that it's
the best place on Earth. We all
picked Clemson for a reason,
so there has to be orange and
purple in our blood and souls.
Go Tigers or go home.
CU at the game, Tigers; be
die-hard students, fans and alumni,
cheering on our boys as.they kick
some Gamecock butt.

Tag The Tiger in your best game day photos
on Instagram, or tweet them at us for a
chance to be featured in our next issue!
@thetigercu

A MODEST COMPARISON
Evan Senken
News Editor
The comparisons between
South Carolina's two largest
public
universities
seems
end-lessly ongoing — let
this be the most brief yet
comprehensive rundown of
the most important factors in
play to date.
The first and most essential
point in the debate as to which
school is the overall superior
establishment of learning is
which school has the edge
in cult rap songs created by
football players. The criteria
for the category is if the song
is made by a football player
(either current or past), lyrical
content, cultural impact and
video production value.
After viewing numerous
Gamecock themed rap and
hip-hop potential applicants
and consulting a USC student,
South Carolina's submission is
"Ride For My Team." Though
the video stars a number of
former players make cameos,
the song is created by Big
Hurc, Suga Shane, Diverse, Ali
Rah and FatRat Da Czar. After
an exhaustive internet search to
determine whether or not any
of them had ever played for the
university, no conclusions can
be made on the subject, losing
points for the song. The video
begins with a long background
of USC's football program
and transitions through shots
of the rappers and South

Carolina fans staring sternly
into the camera while the lyrics
are based around not only the
team, but the surrounding city
of Columbia. The video is well
put together, even after taking
in to account the minute
long introduction before the
song starts.
To no surprise, Clemson's
entry into the category is the
original "Hold Us Back,"
performed by Darius Robinson
and Martin "Yoda" Jenkins,
who both played for the team,
edge in this criteria category
to Clemson. The song's lyrics
are solely football based as well
as having a video that is based
around the football team either
rapping or clips of in-game
tape, earning Clemson the nod
in these subsets as well. "Hold
Us Back" is also featured during
Clemson
football
games,
normally on third downs with
all in attendance chanting
along with it. Robinson and
Yoda's cultural phenomenon
edges out "Ride For My Team,"
giving Clemson the nod in the
rap video category.
After much deliberation,
the next category to determine
the overall standings between
the two universities is the most
famous non-athlete alumni.
Apologies to Sammy, Nuke,
Marcus Lattimore and other
household celebrity names,
it's important to judge the
universities in stardom both
on and off the field.
USC boasts Darius Rucker

(who also made a brief
appearance in the "Ride For
My Team" music video) as its
most famous alumni. Formerly
of Hootie & the Blowfish,
now a solo artist, Rucker
is a country musician who
attended USC in the 1980s.
Whether or not you would
describe yourself as a country
music fan, "Only Wanna
Be With You" plays at least
seven times on every nineties
station in a four hour span
for a reason. Try not singing
along to the chorus, maybe
your resolve is stronger than
mine, I've failed every time
to date.
When first pressed with the
task of finding Clemson's most
famous non-sports related
alumni, the two that came
to mind were John Edwards,
former
vice
presidential
candidate, and the guy who
invented the re-sealable Oreo
package. But after pouring
over online celebrity alumni
lists, an unexpected champion
has emerged. Dolph Lundgren,
a Swedish actor who spent
time at the university studying
chemistry, is the clear choice.
For those who may not
know the name by itself,
Lundgren portrayed Drago,
the main villain in "Rocky
IV."
A Clemson scholar
killed Apollo Creed with
his (gloved) hands. Did Darius
Rucker look Sly Stone in
the eye and utter, "I must
break you?" Was "if he dies, he

dies"
in
any
Hootie
&
the
Blowfish
song?
No,
another
category
to Clemson.
The third and final category
of the comparison between
South
Carolina's
largest
public universities is football
tradition. This is scored on
longevity of tradition as well
as the level of excitement
it creates in the respective
stadium. During each home
game, USC blasts "Sandstorm"
(Darude's song that has been
played at every school dance
since its creation in 1999)
and twirl towels before every
kickoff. There are numerous
YouTube videos that show
the song blaring from stadium
speakers at the conclusion
of their pregame pumpup video and the crowd
going crazy. Clemson's main
tradition is rubbing the rock
and running down the hill.
Search the opening of last
year's UGA game to get a
good feel for the energy
created by the tradition that's
been around since the 1940s.
Compare the UGA entrance
video to any USC sandstorm
video, it's not even close.
Clemson wins.
The debate could rage on
forever, but where it matters
most, Clemson sweeps the
major
categories.
Despite
Hootie's best efforts, whether
the Blue Ridge yawns "We too
deep" or "I must break you," it
surely yawns its greatness.

Rivalry Yaks
USC uses Internet Explorer

Dylan Thompson wears Deshaun Watson
underwear

I don't see how you gonna hate from
outside the top 20, you can't even get in

Scar can believe it's not butter
SCar students skip leg day

Keep SCar in your prayers ... nothing
happened, but people go there.

USC is the zubat of Pokemon

Might as well call us smitty
webenjagermanjensen because we're
number one

SCar students are glad that chickfila is
closed on Sunday
Compiled by: EVAN SENKEN/ news edit
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Younger players must step up in
order to break the streak.
Ryan Flinn
Contributor
A lot of anticipation
is building up for the big
game on Saturday. First of
all, this is a battle between
two bitter rivals where there
is no love lost. Included in
this rivalry is a battle between
two coaches that have been
known to exchange choice
words to each other over the
years. Steve Spurrier, head
coach of South Carolina,
has been doing it his whole
coaching career spanning
back to his days as Florida's
head coach in the 1990s.
Ever since Dabo Swinney has
taken over as Clemson's head
football coach, he has enjoyed
trolling Spurrier and has
taken a love to responding to
Spurriers barbs.
With
the
bitterness
between the two schools
and the rivalries between the
two coaches, the game on
Saturday is sure to be heated
and
somewhat
physical.
If Clemson is to win this

weekend, the young core of
offensive players that are the
future of the program have
to step up and score points
on the Gamecocks. The core
of freshman and sophomore
players on offense has a chance
to be really special for the
next few years. It's unknown
whether Deshaun Watson will
start or not. If he is ready to
go and the coaching staff feels
comfortable playing him,
then I say go ahead and start
him. While I don't want to
risk his future, Watson gives
us an exponentially better
chance to beat the Gamecocks
than Cole Stoudt who also is
banged up.
Along with Watson, the
offense has a pair of talented,
special young wide receivers
that are key to the production
of our offense over the next
few years in sophomore
Mike Williams and freshman
Artavis Scott. To beat the
Gamecocks, those two will
need to be the special players
that they are and help tear up
a weak Gamecocks defense.

The Tigers also feature
two
talented
freshman
running backs in Tyshon Dye
and Wayne Gallman, who
could very easily be our best
1-2 running back duo since
James Davis and CJ Spiller.
Gallman has shown that he
is capable of being a reliable
running back the past few
games. While Dye has been
injured most of the year, he
was very productive with
124 rushing yards in his first
chance with extended playing
time last Saturday. I look for
Dye to be our workhorse
running back with Gallman as
that solid change of pace back
starting next year. Dye looked
like a feature back with his
running style and looks to be
the right fit for our offense.
With all that being said, I have
a lot of confidence that our top
ranked defense will perform
well and give us a great chance
to win on Saturday but I feel
that the future of our offense
is the key to us stopping the
five game losing streak to
the Gamecocks.
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3. DESHAWN WILLIAMS

4. GRADY JARRETT

5. KALON DAVIS

p "The start of a new
U
era... 1-0!"
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2. DESHAUN WATSON

"We've let them off the hook fof
five years straight now. Now is
the time for the streak to end.
Time to return the state championship back where it belongs;
here in Clemson, SC."
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1. WAYNE GALLMAN

"The only class to
/\ beat South Carolina
in 5 years."
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6. VIC BEASLEY

m os

"I know the tradition
between Clemson and
USC. For my first game
against the Gamecocks,
I'll make an impact."

D

"They have beat us
five years straight... £
it ends today."

didn't know how bug the rivalry was
until I actually got here. After the 2011
game I saw things I could only imagine,
being a freshman and all. After that, I
knew to a lot of people this game was
it's own season and if you lost... just
good luck walking around town."
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WHAT TO DO IF YOU
DON'T HAVE A TICKET
Stu Pennebaker
TimeOut Editor

GAMEDAY SPECIALS
LOOSE CHANGE! wi"be °Pen until

2 am and wi scrve food

"

until 10 p.m.

BRIOSO'

offerin

9 lar9e 4-topping pizza and a pitcher of
beer for $15.

TD Si will have 50 cent wings.

BACKSTREETS"
OVERTIME:

wi have 2 50 FirebaN snots

"

$-

and $9.50 liquor pitchers.

' $3 Jaser snots

wi nave 7 50 bott,es of wnite wine and

PALMETTOS"

"

$ -

champagne and $5.50 mini liquor pitchers
wi

" nave $10 bottomiess mimosas and $5
bacon Bloody Mary's.

It's the most wonderful
time of the year.
After a much-needed
break from
papers
and
tests, students will return to
campus early for the most
anticipated event of the year.
The Clemson-Carolina game
is scheduled for Saturday at
noon, and a flood of alumni,
students and fans will statt
arriving on Friday. The
Clemson-Carolina game is
infamous for its rivalry, and
the atmosphere of this game
is even more intense and
exciting than a usual Saturday
on game day.
Unfortunately,
not
everyone is lucky enough to
procure box seats or have the
energy to camp out fot tickets
before Thanksgiving break.
However, Clemson has lots
to offer for the fans without
tickets.
Larry's,
previously
known as Friar's is, the
obvious option. With both

inside and outside events,
Clemson fans without tickets
often find themselves here
before, during and after the
game. However, Clemson
does have several other fun
choices for people looking for
something different than the
Larry's scene.
Loose Change is another
student favorite. This venue
features big windows facing
downtown, which gives the
restaurant-slash-bar an open
air feel. It is located on College
Avenue, so it is within walking
distance of tailgates and the
stadium. Loose Change serves
typical but delicious bar
food with a twist — order a
plate of zucchini flies or a
pimento grilled cheese while
you watch the game on one
of the many televisions.
Overtime, TD's
and
Wingin' It are also great
options for a good meal
during
the
12-o'-clock
game. These three bars are
Clemson
establishments,
and all are sure to have
a fun and exciting atmosphere.

Clemson's recently passed
liquor laws will allow Clemson
fans to (hopefully) celebtate as
late as they like aftet the game
on Saturday.
For Clemson fans looking
for a quieter atmosphere and
a break from the chaos, tty
Brioso Fresh Pasta. Nothing
says "I love football, but I don't
love crowds" like ducking into
Clemson's premier Italian
restaurant for pasta and gelato
before heading back out to
catch the game. 356 is also a
fun option for gameday. Sushi
isn't the typical food you'd
find at a tailgate, but grabbing
sushi and drinks is another
unique gameday experience
that Clemson has to offer.
Whether partying at
Larry's or relaxing at Brioso,
Clemson has plenty to do for
fans who don't have tickets to
Saturday's game. Hanging out
downtown or at Friar's can
sometimes even be more fun
than watching the game in a
packed stadium full of sweaty,
screaming fans — and the
food's definitely better.
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P* FACTS
NAME:
DESHAWN WILLIAMS
MAJOR:
SOCIOLOGY
HOMETOWN:
CENTRAL, S.C.
POSITION/NUMBER:
DEFENIVETACKLE/#99
FAVORITE PLACE ON CAMPUS:
VICKERYHALL
FAVORITE PLACE DOWNTOWN:
CHIPOTLE OR OSAKA
FAVORITE CLEMSON TRADITION:
THE HILL

t RACHEL EAGLETON PI
Rachel Eagleton: What was
it like growing up so close to
Clemson and being tied to
Clemson as much as you were?
DeShawn Williams: It's all I
knew. Clemson football was
like the team. Central is right
down the street, and I happened
to have my rather play here as
well. It was pretty much in
my DNA to come here. To
be honest, half my family is
South Carolina fans and when
I did commit here they were
like, "Why do you want to
commit to Clemson? Come
to Carolina!" They did the
same thing for my dad because
he had offers from everywhere.
But I think, I know I made the
right decision coming here.
Plus, I'm a homebody, and all
my family is here. I couldn't
leave my mom; I'm a mama's
boy (I'm proud to say it).
Clemson's all I knew growing
up: DeAndre Hopkins (my
cousin), Jarvis (Jenkins], Shaq
[Lawson], so many people from
Daniel [High School] came
here, so I'm just keeping the
tradition going.
Do you still talk to some
of those guys who have gone
on to the NFL?
DW: I do. Like I said, I talk to
my cousin DeAndre Hopkins
every day. Jarvis, I talk to him
and he gives me feedback
because we play the same
position, and he knows what I'm
about to get into; it's about to
be very hectic after the season. I
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talk to Brandon Thompson and
Coty Sensabaugh; there are a lot
of guys. Just to see guys come
from my high school and make
it, that just drives me more. If
they can do it, I know I can do
it because I know the type of
hard work they put in.
RE: What kind of role did
your dad have in your decision
to come to Clemson?
DW: He'll tell you he didn't
have a role. My sophomore
year he told me that, "whatever
decision you make fot going to
school, I'll leave it to you." He
didn't want to be that type of
father — that type of parent
— to make theit son go to this
school because they went there.
I just went because I knew
that's whete my heart wanted
to go. He just stuck by me like
a great father that he was, and
he just got me through the way.
Making my decision to come to
Clemson, I committed the day
that I got the offer at Swinney
Camp. I didn't know it was
the right decision, and I was
supposed to go to Alabama to
do a camp, and then I was like,
"God, please just give me an
answer." That's when they got
on probation, and I was like
"OK, that's my sign." I came
here and have had a pretty
good career so far: winning
all these games, learning new
experiences and meeting new
people. It's a great turnout.
RE: Yeah, you've probably
had one of the better three
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and a half year careers of the
majority of the players here.
So here's the long one: take
me through a typical day,
from when you wake up to
when you go back to bed.

JOSHUA S. KELLY

day that you just dread, every
day?
DW: I'd probably say going to
class, to be honest. Like today,
when it was raining and I was
like 'I don't wantxo go to class.'
Or, like how the weather is
now, and you want to stay in
bed, that's what I want to do. I
want to stay in bed and sleep,
but you have to get up because
of the higher purpose you have
to go achieve.

DW: A typical day with me.
[laughs] I wake up, and if you're
with me you're going to hate
me because I have to wake up
at 5 a.m. We have workouts at
6:30 a.m., so I want to make
sure I'm up. Workout. After
that, since I'm a senior, my
body is [blegh], so I get the
cold tub at least two times a
day. Then I have a 9:05 a.m.
class, so I have go to class,
and then after that I have a
break time, and then tutoring,
and then come up here, to
the facility and practice. I put
in film, work, practice. After
that, cold tub aftet practice,
eat with my teammates and
after that [I] sleep and do the
same thing over and over
and over. It depends on what
practice day, but I usually
get home about 10 p.m. I
usually try to go to bed at
least at 10 p.m. or by 11
p.m., but that doesn't always
work. I'm so predictable;
I'm
an
easy-going
guy.
All I do is eat and breathe
football. That's it. So it's
just wake up, weightlifting,
tutoring, class, eat, practice,
cold tub, sleep — and that's
every day. Some people say it's
a boring life, but, hey, that's just
what I do.

DW: Oh yeah, most definitely.
When I was a freshman, I didn't
know any better. I didn't take
my time. I was a freshman, so I
thought "Man, I've got enough
time to get serious." I always
had a purpose, to play and be
good at football, but 1 thought
my freshman year would last
long, because it did, and now
that I'm a senior, it goes by
in the blink of an eye. Now, I
don't fool around; I'm all about
my business. I'm all about my
teammates, my family — God
first. I just take things a lot more
seriously, like being on time
to classes, meetings. Pretty
much, it's just staying grounded,
or as we say 'ten toes down,' and
just being humble and focused
and know what you're doing it
for.

RE: Is there any part of the

Do you try and mentor

How is your day different
now than when you started at
Clemson? Do you do anything
differently as a senior than
you did as a freshman?

some of the younger players
since you have been in their
shoes?
DW: I do. Like a Jabril
Robinson or a Scott Pagano,
or even a DJ Reader or Carlos
Watkins — because those guys
are looking up to us because next
year, you're losing six defensive
linemen, so it's going to be
kind of [mmhm]. But Coach
Swinney does a good job of
recruiting guys to fill that void.
We just teach them everyday.
When I was a freshman, I had
Brandon Thompson, Rennie
Moore, Andre Branch and
those guys who taught me and
took the time out. I didn't really
think that I would be doing
this until now, so you just
want to give back what you've
learned, and let them see the
things that you've been taught,
and let it succeed for them as it
did for us.
Do you have plans for
after college?
DW: I do. God willing, NFL
that's everybody's focus. If
not, I'm going to succeed in
whatever I do: coaching is
why I'm taking sociology. I
didn't know what it was for
my freshman year, so I was
just like, 'I'm going to choose
something.' Each year, though,
I got into it, and I understood
why I chose this major: either
coaching, of I just want to
help out kids. I'm a big giver
and I want to see other people
succeed. I think, fot me, staying
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home really made me look
at things differemly. A lot of
people that you knew that were
better than you are not here, or
they're not doing anything with
their lives, and you just want
to get out and help or do what
you can do. That's probably my
biggest thing I'm going to do
after football.
RE: If you could sum up
your experience at Clemson,
how would you do it? You
have one game left here and
a bowl game, so tell me about
it. What's going to be going
through your head on Nov. 29
when you run down the Hill
for the last time?
DW: This is it. I'll probably
think, 'I did not think time
would blow by this fast."'It's
something that you can't
describe, because time waits
for nobody, so you have to
maximize, if you can, the now.
Still, to this day, I don't feel
like I'm a seniot. I still feel like
an 18-year-old guy just now
getting here, but if I had to
sum it up, I'd probably say a
blur. Everything happened so
fast, but you control what you
can control, and it's just crazy
how these four years went by so
fast. Nobody ever thought, well
I know I didn't, as a freshman,
that your time would be so
[snaps] just like that. You try
to tell other freshmen to make
out the time and pay everything
forward. You get in what you
put in. If I had to sum it up, I'd
say a blur. It goes by fast.
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26- Reindeer herders;
27- Not concealed;
28- Miscellany,
29- Intention;
31 - Lyricist Gershwin;
32- Resulted in;
33- Chinas Zhou
;
68- Babbled;
34- Sows;
69- Stick around;
39- "Runaway" singer
70- Routine;
Shannon;
71- Bias;
40- Model;
72- Marsh bird;
41-"...
the cows come
home";
Down
42- Pertinent,
1- Couturier Cassini;
44- Acapulco aunt;
2- Mother of Ares;
48-"
Believer"
3- 1994 Jodie Foster film; (Monkees hit);
4- Threatening words;
49- Surprisingly,
5- Footwear;
51-Approaches;
6- Aardvark morsel;
52- Like Fran Drescher's
voice;
7- Hosp. section;
8- Gentle push;
54- Singer Vikki;
9-Ages between 13 and 19; 55- Butter alternative;
10- Water pitcher;
56- Paint layer;
11- Antidote holder,
57- Roll call call;
maybe;
59- Sock
me!;
12-As to;
60-Hy
13- Grant temporary
61- "Only Tune" singer;
use of,
64- Gasteyer of "Saturday
21-Approves;
Night Live";
23-Easy
;
65- Prefix with profit or
fiction;
25-Old Ford;

3
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AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

58- Suitcase;
62- Bum balm;
63- Yoga posture;
66- School founded in
1440;
67- The back end of
something;

s

CD

1
6

Across
1- Horrors!;
5- Spoil;
10- Heinous;
14- Suggestive look;
15- When prompted;
16- Fermented grape juice;
17- Author
Stanley
Gardner;
18- Chopin composition;
19- Acquire through merit;
20- Ride at full speed;
22- Twisted;
24- Go downhill fast;
25- Discounted;
26- Chair for two persons;
30- Heaps;
35- Actress Gardner;
36- Heston's hero, with
Loren: El
;
37- "Goodnight" girl;
38- By the day;
41-Foot lever;
43- Examined furtively;
44-Bind;
45- Bit;
46- Stagnant;
47- State in the central U.S.
50- Editor Wintour;
53- Funnyman Philips;
54- Spiral-shaped passage
of the inner ear;
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CANCER

ys^June 22 - July 22
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Sept. 22

What better way to burn off that
Thanksgiving pumpkin pie than
by cheering on yours truly... It
totally counts as exercise.
Now is a perfect time to confront
your neighbor with the Gamecock
k chair on their lawn. THIS IS
CLEMSON. (Make sure to speak
slowly).

No such thing as too many
► pictures or too much orange. This
win is worth documenting.

When a wayward USC fan asks you
for directions, remember Clemson
' is known for its friendliness. Plastet
on a smile and help them on their
merry way.
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A noon game means that much
k more time to celebrate afjerwards

LIBRA
Sept. 23
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July 23 - Aug. 23
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LEO

If you're wondering if now is a good
W time to start the Cadence Count, the
answer is yes — always.
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March 21 - April 20

Get wild and take a packed bus
k to the dive bars and spend a ton
of money. Cool, right? Right?
Guys??
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Take a moment to appreciate our
^ beautiful campus. You could be
20 looking at a packed city all day
COUGH COUGH.
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Feb. 20 - March

Thank the stars you're a Clemson
Tiger—we all know orange is
your color.
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Oct. 23

— 'ts gomgto De a i°ng day
(drink lots of water)!
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SCORPIO

ll

Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

WERE LOOKING FOR
SKETCHY PERSONALITIES...
Do you love InDesign and new friends? Work for us.
email editor.thetigernews@gmail.com for more information

O H f" ITTARIUS

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

v

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 79

The stars are aligned for a game day
k fling — but no fraternizing with
the enemy — no matter how cute
they ate!

^° matter wh° is plavmg afd no
p matter how they are playing, show
that Clemson pride. Tigers don't
boo other tigers.

Hope you didn't spend all of your
money on Black Friday. Orange
Saturday is a far more worthy cause
— spring for the dippin dots.

Horoscopes by: ANNA BLAKE KEELEY/asst. timeout editor
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